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Veracruz,1847–
A Grand Design

Mexican spy company
(S.J.N. Windisch
Graetze).

By P A U L C. C L A R K, J R., and E D W A R D H. M O S E L E Y

In his last message to Congress, delivered on December 5, 1848, President James K. Polk described the
magnificent efforts that had led to victory in the war
with Mexico. He praised those civilians who had directed the military in “a vast extent of territory, hundreds and even thousands of miles apart from each
other.” He took special pride in the cooperative efforts
of the Army and Navy: “Both branches of the service performed their whole
duty to the country. . . . There was concert between the heads of the two
arms of the service. . . . By this means their combined power was brought to
bear successfully on the enemy.” 1
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Night battle at
Veracruz.

Behind Polk’s idealistic and laudatory statement was a much more complex and somewhat
sordid reality. The development of national strategy during his administration was often marred
by personal and political struggles, competition
among officials with large egos, and a jealous
chief executive insecure in his own strategic
thinking and overly concerned with tactical details better left to his subordinates. A prolonged
debate about the expansion of slavery blocked a
major military appropriations bill in Autumn
1846, delaying critical supplies to the Army in the
field. Suspicion and intrigue poisoned relations
between the President and his two senior Army
commanders, and at times between those officers.
Despite such difficulties—and petty bickering—
Polk was justified in feeling a sense of accomplishment for historic victories. In citing the close
cooperation between the Army and Navy, he
highlighted jointness as a significant dimension
of the U.S. achievement. And one of the war’s
most successful joint operations was the landing
at Veracruz.
To place this operation in context, it is important to note that there were numerous incidents of interservice cooperation during the Mexican War. It was evident in far-flung actions along
the California coast, where sailors under Commodore Robert F. Stockton fought bravely on
land to rescue a small, ill-equipped Army force

Paul C. Clark, Jr., teaches history and diplomacy at the Armed Forces
Staff College and Edward H. Moseley is professor of history at the
University of Alabama. This article is drawn from their research for a
forthcoming book on the Mexican War.
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under General Stephen Kearny. General Zachary
Taylor’s campaign in northern Mexico was highly
dependent upon a supply line across the Gulf of
Mexico and up the Rio Grande, kept open by the
Navy. In May 1846, the Navy landed 500 sailors
and marines to reinforce Taylor at Fort Polk on
the Brazos Santiago when “Old Rough and
Ready” was fighting the first major battle of the
war a few miles away at Palo Alto.2
Most significant, however, was the landing
and siege of Veracruz, a joint operation which
took place March 9–27, 1847. That landing,
largely unknown to all but students of the Mexican War, was the first major amphibious operation in American history and the largest one conducted until the North African campaign in 1942.

The War’s Background
In a war message to Congress in April 1846,
Polk charged Mexico with aggression against U.S.
territory. He stressed the defensive nature of
American military operations in the first weeks
after Congress declared war. In keeping with that,
naval forces established a blockade from the
mouth of the Rio Grande to the Yucatan Peninsula and along the Pacific coast of Mexico. It soon
became clear, however, that the President had
much broader objectives. In answering the call of
Manifest Destiny, he was committed to a strategy
that would expand the Nation into New Mexico
and California. To accomplish this, he decided on
an aggressive campaign that took U.S. ground
forces from the southwest borderlands deep into
the Mexican interior.3
From May to September 1846, Zachary Taylor
won a series of hard fought battles in Texas and
Northern Mexico. Despite these Mexican defeats,
it became apparent that the occupation of Mexico’s northern provinces would not force that government to agree on a settlement acceptable in
Washington. Polk held preliminary cabinet meetings in June 1846 about a new strategy calling for
a second front along Mexico’s east coast. In anticipation of this action, Secretary of the Navy George
Bancroft directed the commander of the Home
Squadron, Commodore David Conner, to furnish
information on defenses at Mexican gulf ports, especially Tampico and Veracruz (including the latter’s fortress, San Juan de Ulúa), and on routes
from the coast inland to Mexico City.4
Conner considered the smaller port of
Tampico useful as a staging base for an operation
against Veracruz. The latter was the more important location because it gave access to the Camino
Nacional (national road) to Mexico City. In his reports, Conner outlined a strategy for ground and
naval forces to reduce Veracruz by investing it
from the rear. Besides recommending Tampico as
a staging base for U.S. forces en route to Veracruz,
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Mexican War: Theater of Operations, 1846–47
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he recommended Antón Lizardo, an anchorage
ten miles below Veracruz, as a safe roadstead for a
rendezvous prior to an amphibious assault. Finally, Commodore Conner cautioned that a direct naval assault against San Juan de Ulúa would
be an extremely high-risk operation.5
In August Polk first broached the idea of a
major operation at Veracruz to the cabinet, and
for the next three months, during numerous discussions with his staff, he discussed the notion of
an amphibious landing. Though reports from the
theater were usually a month old, the President
demonstrated a zeal and tenacity regarding both
strategic and operational issues and demanded
that he be informed of practically every detail.
Strangely, Polk did not include the Nation’s top
military officers in these sessions. It became clear
that he had every intent of being his own chief of
staff and would use cabinet members, especially

Secretary of War William Marcy and Secretary of
the Navy Bancroft (who was replaced by John
Mason in September 1846) as a kind of “operational plans” division. The War Department,
which was larger than the Navy Department, had
virtually no staff to support planning, and consisted of only nine clerks, two messengers, and a
handyman. The President’s decision to take matters of strategy into his own hands, despite a lack
of military experience, was partially motivated by
distrust of the senior Army commander, the general in chief Winfield Scott. Polk claimed that
Scott’s actions and attitude were “recklessly vindictive” toward his administration, and doubted
him because he was an outspoken Whig. In fact,
Polk’s relations with senior officers reflected his
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insecurity about military strategy, an uncertainty
made worse by jealousy. He was equally suspicious
and contemptuous of the other top officer, General Zachary Taylor, another Whig sympathizer.6
Polk continued his strategy sessions into Autumn 1846. When he decided on October 20 to
have Taylor go on the defensive in northern Mexico, it appeared that he was moving cautiously toward some type of an operation along the gulf
coast. His private statements and diary entries,
however, indicated that he was uncertain about
the course of the war and feared the political
costs of enlarging it.

introduce artillery early to support the landing.
Scott called for an invasion early in 1847 since a
delay beyond then would risk mounting the operation in an unhealthy season of the year along
the coast where the dreaded vómito negro (yellow
fever) could strike his troops.9

A Second Front

Naval Historical Center

The President agonized over approval for the
expedition. The conflict was at a stalemate. Taylor
had won great victories on the northern battlefields, but strategically they had little meaning.
Polk feared a public backlash if the war were
greatly expanded. He began to speak of going on
Veracruz and Its Castle
the defensive, even writing into a draft of his annual message to Congress a passage which called
Although Scott was still out of favor with
for a policy of “inactive occupation” of territory
Polk and had not been invited to participate in
already conquered. A great frustration was beginthe deliberations, Marcy kept the general in chief
ning to set in among members of his adminScott’s strategy was based on Jominian principles of war istration and Congress. Daniel Webster remarked that “Mexico is an ugly enemy, she
will not fight—and will not treat.” Yet Polk
knew that Veracruz meant a full-scale campaign
informed. Scott, sensing that a final decision on
into the heart of a foreign land, that it would
the expedition was near, maneuvered for comtransform the conflict into a war of conquest and
mand of the Veracruz operation. 7 He prepared
subjugation, and that many Americans were opplans that outlined his views on seizing the port
posed to their Army occupying the capital of anand on a subsequent march on Mexico City. In
other nation.10
late October, he forwarded a written proposal to
Marcy entitled “Veracruz and Its Castle.” Two
At this point of indecision, the President
weeks later he revised this study to reflect an excame under the persuasion of his friend and felpanded campaign into the heartland of Mexico.8
low Democrat (and favorite military advisor), the
influential Senator Thomas Hart Benton of MisScott’s strategy for the seizure of Veracruz
souri. Benton met with Polk almost daily in this
and follow-on thrust into the interior was surely
period and they frequently discussed the war. Alinfluenced by Conner’s reports. It was also based
though initially against involvement, the senator
on Jominian principles of war. Realizing that the
was now a war hawk. Benton opposed Polk’s inwar was controversial and that public opinion
clination to revert to the defensive, contending
was dangerously divided, he understood that war
that it would only “prolong the war and ruin the
policy would not be an unqualified extension of
Democratic Party.” He argued for an aggressive
political will. Resources would be limited; the Nastrategy that called for a bold strike against Veration would only partially mobilize to support a
cruz followed by a “rapid crushing movement”
campaign. His strategy included blockades and
against Mexico City. The President, at last consieges, employed devinced, announced his approval of the Veracruz
ception and diploexpedition to the cabinet.11
macy when possible,
and substituted maPolk now had to pick a commander for the
neuver for superior
new theater. Realizing the commanding general
numbers and comcould become a national hero and thus a political
bat. Following Jochallenge, Polk wanted a Democratic ally, while
mini, Scott recogthe two senior men in uniform, Taylor and Scott,
nized the inherent
were Whigs. He discussed the command issue
dangers of an amwith Benton who readily concurred with the parphibious invasion of
tisan opinion that Taylor was “a brave officer but
a
foreign
land
and
not a man of capacity enough for such a comNaval bombardment of
the imperative to seize a fortified harbor through
mand.” 12 When Polk raised Scott’s name, the senVeracruz (lithograph
which
to
invade—or
to
retreat
if
necessary—and
ator replied that he had no confidence in him, a
by N. Currier).
to secure a beachhead where a large force could
view that must have pleased the President. Benbe disembarked. His plan recognized the need to
ton then suggested that the President ask Congress to create the grade of general of the Army, a
rank above that of both Taylor and Scott, the
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After Veracruz: Scott’s Six-Month March on Mexico City
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Secretary of the Navy
George Bancroft.

Army’s general in chief. The officer holding this
rank could then be given command of the new
Army. The great Missouri senator, never accused
of modesty, then suggested that he was willing to
accept the command himself. Polk, revealing a
tendency to place politics first—and showing his
innocence of military affairs—enthusiastically
backed the idea and immediately lobbied Congress for support. After briefly attempting a political coup (the House of Representatives favored
the idea), Polk was convinced of its futility by his
friends in the Senate. He then turned again to
Scott, the logical choice and Marcy’s recommendation. Secretary of State Buchanan, Secretary
Mason, and the remainder of the cabinet—even
Senator Benton—eventually fell in line to support
the general in chief who was the author of the
plan to open a second front that the administration had already agreed upon. Winfield Scott
could now pursue his grand design.13

Scott and Joint Warfare
The mission was only generally defined by
Scott’s command authorities. Marcy indicated that
Polk had ordered him to “repair to Mexico, to take
command of the forces there assembled, and particularly to organize and to set afoot an expedition to operate on the gulf coast.” He assured
Scott of the full support of the administration and
promised no interference from either himself or
the President on operational questions. Some
have argued that the mission was purposely broad
to ensure that if “grief came to the expedition the
blame would rest on Scott’s Whig shoulders.” 14

Scott took full advantage of the broad mission statement. Before arriving in the gulf, he
communicated with Conner, requesting details
on staging areas, anchorages, defenses at Veracruz, Mexican troop strengths, potential landing
beaches, and roads to the interior. Conner, echoing his earlier report to Bancroft, recommended
that Scott use Tampico, 200 miles north of Veracruz, as an intermediate staging area for ground
and naval units, and that Antón Lizardo serve as
a final safe anchorage and rendezvous point prior
to the assault. Much of Conner’s information in
this period was the basis of Scott’s operational
plan for the landing. Scott also wrote to Taylor at
Monterrey, informing him that he would have to
stay on the defensive and furnish most of his regulars for this expedition. Some troops in forward
positions around Monterrey would go overland
to Tampico; units still in Taylor’s rear area on the
border would rendezvous at the Brazos Santiago
(referred to as “the Brazos”), north of the mouth
of the Rio Grande on off-shore islands along the
gulf coast. Drawing off Taylor’s best troops embittered the old soldier, causing a permanent rift
with Scott.15
Scott’s demand for sea transport and naval
support was both large and unique for that era.
For the largest amphibious assault in American
history, he requested 50 ships of 500 to 750 tons
each to lift approximately 15,000 men and a large
siege train to the area of operations.16 These transports would be sail as well as steam-powered and
under Army command. Since amphibious operations of this type and scale were unprecedented,
the landing craft did not exist. Scott wanted small
assault boats to put his troops ashore and gave
Winter 1995–96 / JFQ
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the requirement to his resourceful logistician,
Army quartermaster general Thomas S. Jesup.
These surfboats were the first specially constructed for an American amphibious assault.
Scott’s specifications called for flat-bottomed,
double-ended, broad-beamed rowboats; and 141
were ordered at $795 each. They would carry a
platoon of forty men plus a crew of eight sailors,
with a naval officer in command. The contract
was negotiated with a Philadelphia builder by
Jesup’s agent, Captain Robert F. Loper of the
Army, but the boats were designed by a naval officer, Lieutenant George M. Totten.17

Scott’s demand for naval support was unique for that
When Scott departed Washington for the Brazos on November 26, 1846, he planned to have
his entire force afloat in gulf waters by February 1
at the latest. In New York, he engaged the diplomat Francis Dimond to go to Cuba to recruit two
intelligence agents to operate inside Mexico. Continuing from New York on the 30th, head winds
and rough seas in the gulf delayed his arrival in
New Orleans until December 19, where he dined
with Henry Clay. The venerable old statesman and
orator, who opposed an aggressive policy toward
Mexico as a presidential candidate two years before, would lose a son, Lieutenant Colonel Henry
Clay, Jr., at Buena Vista within two months. While
in the Crescent City, Scott was also advised by
shipmasters that Lobos Island, a sandy coral formation between Tampico and Veracruz, offered
safe anchorage and a good rendezvous location.
Due to limited space in the Tampico anchorage,
Scott chose Lobos and sent a message from New
Orleans advising all forces to rendezvous there before continuing to Antón Lizardo.
Scott then moved on to the Rio Grande, hoping to discuss the exact breakout of forces for the
new campaign with Taylor. But Taylor was in no
mood to converse with the general in chief and
failed to appear, so Scott decided which units to
take along. The troops were ordered to gather at
the Brazos for movement to Lobos Island. Concerned about undercutting Taylor’s command authority, Scott was careful to send him copies of all
movement orders. He discovered that many of
Taylor’s units had not arrived at the Rio Grande,
and that Jesup, whose headquarters had been
moved to the Brazos, was having trouble getting
the transports and accompanying trains (including surfboats) from the east coast. Scott became
increasingly concerned that he would not meet
the February 1 launch date for the invasion. In an
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attempt to “summon an army,” he remained at
the Brazos during January 1847. While there, he
communicated again with Conner, who confirmed that Lobos Island would be an appropriate
rendezvous point. Restless with inactivity and agitated by the laborious process of gathering troops
and supplies, Scott—now resigned that his target
date would slip—left Brigadier William Worth to
complete the embarkation at the Brazos and departed for Tampico in the middle of February.
Scott found some 6,000 soldiers at Tampico
on February 19 waiting for transportation to Veracruz. Reaching the port city was a triumph for
Scott. He was greeted in grand style ashore
era by the strains of the Army band from Governor’s Island. Many senior officers who had
been fighting with Taylor were there to greet
him. After conferring overnight, Scott steamed
south and arrived at Lobos Island, now the main
rendezvous for the Army, on February 21.
Scott spent a week at Lobos drilling available
troops and waiting impatiently for the rest of his
force. Good winds finally came, bringing most of
the regiments under General Worth, along with a
few units from Tampico and troops directly from
home “coming down before the gale like race
horses.” The roadstead at Lobos Island became, in
the words of one soldier, “a wilderness of spars and
rigging.” Although all his troops had not arrived,
the restless Scott, fearing the approach of the yellow fever season, decided to go with the forces on
hand. On March 3 the commanding general departed, his blue flag flying from the maintruck of
USS Massachusetts. Always a man of spectacle and
drama, the imposing six-foot-five Scott stood bareheaded on the deck of his flagship. As it moved
among the transports, he acknowledged the shouts
from his men. Morale was high; troops cheered
their general, and sailors sang:
We are now bound for the shores of Mexico
And there Uncle Sam’s soldiers we will land, hi, oh!

The fleet stood away. Winfield Scott and his army
were off to Veracruz.18
Driven by fair winds, the armada arrived
March 5. Commodore Conner sent a ship under
Captain John Aulick to an offshore island, Isla
Verde, to meet the fleet and guide it through the
shoals to Antón Lizardo. The next day—Sunday,
March 6—Conner arranged for a reconnaissance
of the landing site by Scott and his principal
commanders and staff, who left at 0900 on the
small steamer Petrita. Aboard were Scott’s three
division commanders and all the officers he
called his “little cabinet.” This group essentially
acted as a general staff and was made up of Army
officers. Among them were Lieutenant Colonel
Ethan Allen Hitchcock, the inspector general;
Scott’s son-in-law, Captain Henry Lee Scott (who
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The Investment of Veracruz, March 9—27, 1847
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acted as staff coordinator); the chief engineer,
Colonel Joseph Totten; and five engineers: Major
John L. Smith, Captains Robert E. Lee and Joseph
E. Johnston, First Lieutenant P.G.T. Beauregard,
and Second Lieutenant Zebulon B. Tower. Conner
showed Scott a potential landing site. Known as
Collado Beach, it lay behind Sacrificios Island,
two and a half miles below Veracruz. It was a
slightly curving stretch of beach with a gentle
slope. The site, just beyond the range of the guns
of the city and fort, was an excellent choice.19 As

the plan was simple compared to modern amphibious
Petrita turned in front of the fortress San Juan—at
a distance of less than a mile—Mexican batteries
opened fire and bracketed the ship. Ten rounds
exploded beyond, short of, and over the command group, but none struck the little steamer,
and it returned safely to Antón Lizardo.20
Scott and Conner used Monday, March 7, to
organize the forces in loading units. The plan was
simple compared to modern amphibious operations. Scott had apparently first thought of the

landing as an all-Army effort—with troops simply
moving from Army transports to surfboats and assaulting the beach. But Conner argued that the
roadstead between Collado Beach and Sacrificios
Island was too limited to hold all the Army transports and that it would be more effective to move
most of the assault force from Antón Lizardo in
large Navy ships. Scott agreed. Army transports
were put temporarily under the command of
Conner who was given authority to organize
loading on Salmedina Island—adjacent to Antón
Lizardo—and carry out ship-tooperations shore movement. Scott planned
to hit the beach in three waves:
Worth’s division of regulars
would go in first, with Major General Robert Patterson’s volunteers following, and Brigadier General David Twigg’s regulars landing last. On the
evening of the 7th, Scott announced the landing
would take place the next day.
On the 8th, the weather broke stormy. Scott,
fearing a “norther,” the dreaded gulf storm of the
winter season, postponed the landing a day. On
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Commodore Matthew
C. Perry (portrait
by John Beaufain
Irving, Jr.).
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the 9th, Scott later recalled, “the precise day when
I had been thirty years a general officer—the sun
dawned propitiously on the expedition.” Another
officer present observed, “If we had the choice of
weather, we could not have selected a more propitious day. The sun shot forth his brilliant rays
in a cloudless sky. . . .” The first real D-Day in
American history had arrived. At Salmedina, boat
crews under Captain French Forrest launched
surfboats from designated positions on the beach
and used them to move the troops from Army
transports to naval vessels. The largest ships, the
frigates USS Raritan and USS Potomac, each loaded
2,500 men; the smaller ships, such as the sloops
Albany and St. Mary’s, each loaded about 1,000
men; and other still smaller vessels loaded fewer
men. Ten Navy sailing ships, four Navy steamers,
and five Army steamers were used for the move
from Salmedina to Sacrificios.21
Discarding signals which had been prepared
for an all-Army operation, Scott and Conner
worked out a set for supporting fires, loading surfboats, and assaulting the beach. The movement
took most of the day. At 1530 hours, Scott
hoisted red, yellow, and red-and-white flags from
the mainmast of USS Massachusetts, a preparatory
signal for Worth’s division to reload the surfboats.
After some initial confusion, Worth pulled them
abreast behind Princeton, anchored about 400
yards off shore. As Potomac moved behind Sacrificios its band struck up “Yankee Doodle,” “Hail
Columbia,” and “The Star Spangled Banner.” At
this time Mexican cavalry were spotted on hills
behind the beach. Although the enemy disappeared when the schooner Tampico fired one volley in its direction, anxiety rose as the assault
troops expected opposition on landing. At 1730
the troops cheered as Scott fired a gun and raised
a fourth flag to his mast. It signalled the first
wave: assault the shore! It was a moment of great
tension and excitement since no one knew what
lay beyond the beach. In minutes a gig sped out
from the left side of the line of boats and an officer jumped waist-high into the surf, general’s
gold braid reflecting the bright sun. The gallant
William Worth was leading the 6th Infantry Regiment ashore.22
To Worth’s surprise, his division landed essentially unopposed—there was only sporadic fire
from San Juan de Ulúa—and the remaining two
assault waves came ashore by 2200 hours. By
midnight Conner had landed 10,000 men without one life lost. Over the next few days, under
intermittent harassing fire from Mexican batteries
and occasional fire from cavalry patrols behind
the sandhills, Scott established his headquarters

JFQ / Winter 1995–96

ashore (naming the encampment Fort Washington) and began subduing the city and fort. This
required a large supply build-up on Collado
Beach and troop deployments over difficult terrain to invest Veracruz, efforts delayed by
“northers” over the next two weeks. Unloading
supplies, however, continued at Collado. To distract the Mexicans during the troop movement,
Conner sent Commander Josiah Tattnall with
Spitfire close in to the shore to fire on San Juan de
Ulúa on March 10. The bombardment did little
damage but allowed Patterson to pass through
Worth’s troops and position his division to the
west. Within two days, Scott had most of his
12,000-man army—including a Marine company
in the assault phase, soon augmented by a 400man battalion—on Mexican soil.
The formation consisted of Worth’s division
deployed from Collado Beach southeast of the
city, west and northwest to a position at about
seven o’clock. Patterson’s volunteers occupied
roughly the center of the half moon encirclement
on the west. Twigg’s regulars, passing through
Patterson’s division, completed the investment
on March 13 when they closed on the village of
Vergana at the entrance to the national road on
the coast north of Veracruz. The line of investment ran about seven miles from shore to shore.
From reconnaissance on horse the first day,
Scott realized that his plan to reduce the city
through siege would take patience. Conner’s earlier reports had convinced him that Veracruz and
San Juan were formidable and strongly defended.
He understood there were 3,000 well-supplied
troops (including 1,000 militia) in the city of
15,000. The city was encircled by a 15-foot curtain wall with redans and nine forts. The defenders set thick clusters of prickly pear in front of the
wall and dug a line of trous de loup, conical holes
with sharpened stakes to impale anyone who
stepped on them. On the seaward side loomed
the fortress of San Juan de Ulúa, solidly constructed on the submerged Gallega Reef. It was,
and remains today, an awesome structure.
Mounted along and within its walls were over
100 cannons and 1,000 men. Scott noted that in
March 1847 the fort “had the capacity to sink the
entire American Navy.” 23
During the first week on shore some of
Scott’s officers questioned his siege strategy and
wanted to take Veracruz by infantry assault. The
general called a meeting in his tent and argued
that an assault would be “an immense slaughter
to both sides, including noncombatants—Mexican men, women, and children.” Besides, he
claimed, such an assault could mean the loss of
2,000 to 3,000 of “our best men . . . and I have received but half the numbers promised me.” How,
Scott contended, “could we hope to penetrate the
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interior?” He admitted to his officers that the Nation would hardly acknowledge a victory “unaccompanied by a long butcher’s bill” (referring to
praise Taylor’s bloody victories had earned in the
States), but he would forego “loud applause and
aves vehement,” and “take the city with the least
possible loss of life.” Scott’s arguments carried the

one critical aspect was constructing positions for siege
day—the siege continued with renewed support
from his commanders and staff.24
One critical aspect of the operation was constructing battery positions for siege guns, a task
Scott gave to Totten. “Northers” that blew after
landing delayed construction as well as unloading
the mortars and heavy guns into position. Totten
used both regular and topographical engineers as
supervisors and infantrymen for the spade work.25
Though discouraged at receiving only a small
portion of the requested artillery, Scott nonetheless wrote to Marcy and expressed appreciation
for the help of the Navy: “Commodore Conner’s
squadron is indefatigable in assisting us.” 26

Despite storms and problems with the logistical build-up on the beach, the operation to
choke off Veracruz continued apace. The Army
tightened its line of investment, all the roads
were secured, and the water supply for the city
and fort was cut. American troops were under
constant fire, and while work on battery positions
was accomplished mostly at night, there
were casualties around construction
guns sites. Casualties also resulted from skirmishes with Mexican irregulars who
were patrolling the perimeter. Scott sent a letter
to the Spanish consul in Veracruz on the 13 th
with an offer of safe passage out of the city for
foreign consuls, adding ominously that “a bombardment or cannonade, or assault, or all” of
these possibilities could occur soon. He later recalled that the diplomats “sullenly neglected” his
proposition.
Lacking sufficient heavy guns on shore, Scott
feared his coming bombardment would not be effective on Veracruz’s fortifications. Conner offered to bring naval guns ashore from the fleet
and emplace them in land batteries under construction. The commanding general delayed accepting the offer but did inform Conner on the
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19th that Army batteries—prepared in Worth’s sector less than a mile south of the city—were almost ready and would open fire the next day. He
requested that Conner join in bombarding Veracruz with his ships offshore. Scott delayed the
bombardment order, however, and on the 21st decided to accept the earlier offer of naval guns.
When Conner came ashore Scott was surprised to
see him accompanied by Commodore Matthew
C. Perry, who had arrived the previous day to take
command of the Home Squadron. Even though
the change of command was clearly inopportune,
Scott apparently took it in stride and reiterated
that he wanted the naval guns.27
Scott asked Perry to send six guns ashore and
said Army artillerymen would operate them.
Perry balked, then calmly replied, “Certainly,
General, but I must fight them.” While Scott
wanted the Army to get credit for manning the
guns that he thought would reduce the city, he
recognized the Navy’s prerogative and agreed.
Perry arranged for double naval crews to man the
guns, and several hundred Army troops helped
drag them across the dunes. Robert E. Lee, almost
killed the previous night by an American attempting to desert, was in charge of preparing the
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emplacement. Lee immediately had a problem
with some sailors. Although eager for combat
ashore, they could not see the need for laboriously reinforcing the naval position when they
were a mile from the fort. Later, when the firing
began, they were grateful for the sturdy fortifications. On the 22nd, before the naval battery was
ready, Scott decided to begin the bombardment
with the three Army batteries. He issued a demand for surrender; when the Mexicans refused,
firing began at 1600 hours.
The batteries that opened fire on March 22
did little damage to the fortification but wrecked
havoc on civilian structures in the city. More effective fire came from the naval guns offshore. At
1800 hours, Perry ordered the fleet to join in the
bombardment. Once again he sent Tattnall of the
small steamer Spitfire in close to fire on the fort.
This time Tattnall took another steamer with
him, Vixen, and five schooners, Falcon, Reefer, Petrel, Bonita, and Tampico). Tattnall moved in and
dropped anchor in the lee of Point Hornos, a
promontory south of the city less than a mile
from San Juan de Ulúa. He opened up with every
gun in his flotilla of light ships, remaining in position for eighty minutes under heavy counterfire. The guns from Spitfire were especially accurate, some rounds reaching Veracruz’s central
plaza. Although Tattnall had to withdraw after
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expending his ammunition, the brave exploit of
his gunboats boosted morale among soldiers and
sailors alike.
On the 23rd, Scott opened fire with a fourth
Army battery after three 24-pounders arrived at
Collado Beach, and Perry brought in the huge
ship-of-the-line USS Ohio, to train its heavy guns
to bear on San Juan de Ulúa. And that morning
Perry again ordered Tattnall to take his guns back
in under Mexican fire to engage the fort. The two

together Army and Navy batteries had a devastating
men had a strained relationship—Tattnall had
never cared for Perry and did not mind expressing his opinion. The gallant commander now had
another chance to excel, however, and immediately asked the commodore exactly where he
should position his gunboats. Perry replied,
“Where you can do the most execution, sir!” Tattnall went in closer, opened up his guns, and
withstood a withering response from San Juan. Finally Perry called him back. Tattnall did not see
the signal (or ignored it) and stayed on station for
another hour. At last Perry sent out Captain Isaac
Mayo to order the reckless Tattnall to retire, and
he reluctantly did so to cheers from soldiers on
the beach, sailors of the Home Squadron, and
neutral British, French, and Spanish ships observing the action. Though Tattnall’s conduct bordered on insubordination, Perry felt compelled to
ask his commanders to “express to the crews his
sense of their gallantry.” 28
Lee had the naval battery—which some
maps denote as “battery no. 5”—ready by the
24th. The six guns Perry furnished, according to
one historian, were the heaviest “ever before
mounted in siege.” Three were long thirty-two
pounders which fired 32-pound solid shot. The
others were Paixhans, a French 8-inch gun which
delivered accurate horizontal fire with a 68pound exploding shell. Lee transferred the battery to Captain John Aulick of the Navy and it
went into action on the morning of the 24th. The
joint artillery bombarded Veracruz until the naval
battery expended its ammunition at 1500 hours.
Army fire continued. Since the naval battery had
attracted much of the counterfire from the Mexican guns, it had to be repaired and supplied over
night. Before first light on the 25 th, Perry sent
Mayo to relieve Aulick with a new crew and resume firing.29
Together, the Army and Navy batteries had a
devastating impact on the city and fort. Large
gashes appeared in the city’s walls (although not
the fort’s), and at midafternoon of the 25th Mayo
observed many Mexican gunners leaving their positions. He rode back to tell Scott he thought the
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Mexicans had quit the fight. This was not quite
true, because in a few minutes they briefly opened
fire again. But the battle was over. Mexican fire
ceased, and foreign consuls sent out word that
they now desired safe passage and also requested
that the women and children be allowed to leave.
Scott quickly refused, reminding them that they
had had their chance and stating that he would
now treat only with General Morales. His terms
were complete surrender. Morales feigned sickness
(apparently to save face) and appointed
General Juan Landero to negotiate a surimpact render with Scott’s representatives. The
negotiations took most of a day, and
terms were reached late on March 26. On the
morning of the 28th, the Mexican garrisons of
Veracruz city and San Juan de Ulúa marched out
to military honors and stacked their arms in front
of the assembled Americans.
The capitulation marked the end of a remarkable event in the annals of American military history. While Veracruz represented the
largest U.S. amphibious operation prior to World
War II, it was completed with relatively few casualties on either side. This was due partly to the
baffling Mexican decision not to resist the assault
on the beach, where even modest opposition
could have brought high casualties, and partly
due to Scott’s strategy of siege warfare vice infantry assault. He would later comment that it
was an “economy of life, by means of headwork.” Mexican casualties vary by accounts from
200 to 1,000 killed, but most claims are in the
lower range. Scott lost 13 killed in action and 55
wounded. The landing of over 10,000 troops
ashore in wooden boats in the span of five hours
without any losses was remarkable in itself. The
operation surely suffered in the planning phase,
adversely affected by Polk’s indecision and partisan politics. Even the selection of a commander
was done in an unprofessional, roundabout manner. But in the event the best man got the job. He
came up with a solid plan, much of it joint in nature. Scott consulted Conner’s reports—both the
intelligence and recommendations on the landing, siege, and campaign to the interior—
throughout his strategic and operational planning for Veracruz. The landing and siege
operations were clearly joint, from the positioning of the Army and Navy ships, to the reconnaissance, to the landing, and finally to the ArmyNavy bombardment itself.
Scott was not reluctant to give credit to the
Navy. On March 30, he issued General Order
Number 80: “Thanks higher than those of the
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general in chief have also been earned by the entire Home Squadron, under the successive orders
of Commodores Conner and Perry, for prompt,
cheerful, and able assistance from the arrival of
the Army off this coast.”
Years after the war, Scott praised the Navy
and interservice cooperation. His views were reinforced by President Polk and Secretary Mason,
who remarked in his report to Congress that the
“entire operation, from the landing of the troops
to the surrender brought the Army and Navy into
the closest contact.” The “courage and skill displayed,” the Navy Secretary stated, “were not
more honorable to both than the perfect harmony which prevailed.” 30
Veracruz was the Normandy of the 19th century. The landing opened the way for great victories from Cerro Gordo to Mexico City, battles that
“conquered a peace” and brought vast new territory to the Nation, forever changing the relationship between the United States of America and the
Republic of Mexico. It was also a watershed campaign in the development of jointness.
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